INTRODUCING
A MAGNIFICENT CURVED DISPLAY FONT
BY ALUYEAH STUDIO

Aaleyah

INCLUDING 7 STYLES

WITH 233 ALTERNATE CHARACTER & 33 SWASH EACH STYLE!
+ EXTRA 9 BEAUTIFUL FRAME

IT'S BEAUTIFULLY CONNECTED
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33 SWASH YOU CAN PLAY WITH

OPENTYPE FEATURES SUPPORT

The Rotterdam
Garden

Aaleyah support special features (opentype) that you can use in special software such as Adobe Illustrator for an example.

But, you can also call alternates using special combination like:
A.2 A.3 a.2 a.3 a.5 b.12 ect

Aaleyah
LEBAKER

A Sassy Script Brush Font by Aluyeah Studio

GLOW!
UP YOUR DAY

Fashion is a popular aesthetic expression in a certain time and context, especially in clothing, footwear, lifestyle, accessories, makeup, hairstyle and body proportions.

HOLIDAY

LEBAKER

Design by Aluyeah Studio
MURBERRY
A Fashion Chic Display Font

Light  Normal  Medium  Bold

A tropical fragrance is a fragrance you should use when the temperatures are extremely high. Maybe you're on a holiday to a very warm country, or maybe on a warm summer day. These warm times ask for a special fragrance.
Introducing NEV RAD A
A CHIC AND LUXE MODERN SERIF

Elegant Design
We offer fully pleated backed chair covers, available to fit any style of banqueting chair. We are one of only a few chair cover companies to cover banqueting chairs with arms.

the earth is what we have in common

NEV RAD A
ROSHEILA

A Summer Script Brush Font
by Aluyeah Studio

SAND IN MY HAIR
SALT IN THE HAIR
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ROSEHELLA
PERFECT
SUMMER
KUTA BALI

ROSHEILA

A Summer Script Brush Font
Design by Aluyeah Studio
Introducing Valenciaga

Strong Display Font

The strong man is the one who controls himself when he is angry

Hand of Midas is an item in the Common section of the Home Shop. It has the ability to increase gold and experience income over an invested period of time. This item is usually rushed as a first or second item, to begin investing in as many uses as possible.

Valenciaga

a Strong Display Font

Design by Alyyah Studio
Spring Flowers

Your garden isn’t the only place spring blooms should get to thrive. If you’re ready to banish winter and usher in spring, these floral arrangement ideas will have your home feeling fresh all season long (indoors and out!), whether you prefer hydrangeas and tulips or just-picked wildflowers and greenery.
Vigrand

Six Set Style
Alternates 60+

EASY TO USE ALTERNATES
Opentype support or use special combination like a 2 a 3 etc.
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Vigrand